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GENERAL SOURCES


Army (June 1960). Per.
Most of issue devoted to articles on Korean War.

Covers the first year of the war in great detail. Numerous commanders profiled.


See Chap. 4.


Broad perspective.


Classic account of war's campaigns and major criticisms.


Extensively illustrated survey with much coverage of British Commonwealth units.
Korean War

Account of political-military context and dramatic portrayal of initial conduct of war. Highly critical of MacArthur & Almond.


Includes more than usual coverage of both Koreas, China & Russia.

Interpretive and analytical; includes CCF and South Korean civilian perspectives, along with appreciable coverage of British involvement.


See Chap. 3.


40-p. pub guide, too, which indexes by unit, time, & place + other subjects.


See Pt III.


By British scholar.


Korean War


See Chap 3.


British author, based this dramatic account on reminiscences obtained during his many visits to China.


See Chap. 11.


Political focus.

See also:
- Other Korean War bibliographies on battles, units, allies, logistics and other topics.

HIGH COMMAND PERSPECTIVE


   See Pt V.

   By the then Chief of Staff, U.S. Army.

   See Chap. 3.


   See Chaps XIII-XVIII.


See also:
-Bibliographies on Matthew Ridgway and Douglas MacArthur in Biographies; Strategy in Korean War; and Joint Chiefs of Staff in Joint.
SERIAL SOURCES


Daily summations: Friendly troop locations (map), operations by major units, strength and casualty data. Each report 9-10 p. + map.


Weather, friendly & enemy forces, and maps.

MAPS/GEOGRAPHY


Maps of N. Korea.


Korean War

U.S. Joint Intelligence Study Publishing Board. Korea. JANIS No 75, Apr 1945. UA995I64.


BIBLIOGRAPHIES


Reviews literature pub 1987-91.


CHRONOLOGIES/DICTIONARIES


See also:
- ROK. *History of UN Forces*. Vol. VI.
  pp. 562-67 (of war).
  pp. 568-74 (of armistice negotiations).
- Main events arranged on pp. 253-58 of Ridgway's *Korean War*, DS918.R49.